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Although not missing, this area of
stonework appears to some

extent rebuilt

Stonework to pilaster has been 
rebuilt and cement pointed with a 
full face pointing which has 
covered the face of the stonework. 
TBC if stonework behind has been 
significantly rebuilt  

Various locations to the head of the structure are 
flatter sections of stone. Removal of additional 
vegetation suggested to expose the head of the 
wall. Areas identified on the plan of a shillet / slate 
laid flat which may form a coping. This needs to 
be investigated further.

Area of stonework rebuilt in cement. Similar to east bay area also 
missing - but not rebuilt . 

The central section of this lost area (both arches) is very similar in 
height (see red dashed line set at the same level). This is different to 
the height of the arch of the rusticated voussiors and so may, in 
both cases, be indicative of a keystone - although none has been 
located to date. 
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bed level

dressed stone to the
head and sides of arch dressed stone to the

head and sides of arch

brick vault over and
sides

brick vault and sides

Shillet rubble rear wall
Shillet rubble rear wall

extent of any overlap
between brick and

hamstone to head of
arch to be confirmed

A void can be seen behind the brick - suggesting an 
infilled area - further exploration required.  Levels suggest 
thickness of brick vault as a single brick  - all tbc 

line of exposed brick
arch above

Remnant of plaster to back face of the brick arch

 Pointing and bedding mortar to the shillet and rubble stonework 2 Various pointing mixes to the brick arch / rubble piaster junction to the central arch 3 View into side niches, hamstone to outer edge of vault, brick forming vault behind and shillet 
wall to rear. No evidence of render found to date. 5 Dressed Lias with missing rubble work, repaired areas with cement and rusticated 

voussiors4 
Smooth finished lime render to brick arch and 
curved recessed panel to centre arch

Rubble faced stonework with large stones forming 
pilasters and voussiors to arched openings to all 
niches (majority lost in centre arch).
Often with quartzite residue  but no rustication as 
north elevation. 

Dressed Hamstone - with some tooling marks 
but not appearing to be reused as in the north 
elevation examples.

(dashed line) Hamstone forming the underside of 
the head of the arch - to the front side only- but 
set behind the external rubble forming the 
rustication. 

Dressed Lias (tbc) 
(dashed line) dressed lias over line of section

Principle Areas of missing coursed rubble work to 
pilasters and head of arch - including principle 
centre arch.

Small stone fragments as cladding set in 
grey lime mix appearing to conceal the 
junction between the rubble pier and brick 
formed arch within. 

Note that the underside of the remaining 
dressed stone to the head of the principle 
arch is keyed to receive this decoration. 

Brick work in lime mortar. Note that the brickwork to the central arch is the only position where the brickwork is 
used to form a dominant part of the structure - and is also the only rendered area. (see image 3). The insertion of 
this particular central brick curved recessed niche is anomalous to the others, the head of the recessed arch is not 
formed as a dome, but continued to the head of the arch then terminated. 

The brick formed arch, set within the centre stone arch, in front of the central niche, appears to be acting as a 
'cover strip' to hide this crude abutment. It may not, however, be contemporary with the niche structure as there is 
a remnant of plaster to the  inside face of the brick arch at high level. 

Permission should be sought to remove loose sections to the head of the infill, all fully recorded, to 
enable visual access to the possible void beyond, to also review the structure of the side walls and the extent of 
dressed stone to the head of the principle arch structure. The phasing of the principle arch, brick arch and curved 
niche are to be investigated further. 

Shillet stonework, close bedded - almost 
coursed - and largely face pointed - 
significantly eroded in areas.

Showing materials and initial observations 

Showing materials and initial observations 
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